DESIGNER™ | Fabric Frame

Features & Benefits
COMPACT DESIGN
The Fabric Frame works similar to a large quilting
hoop, letting you quilt one section at a time. Quilt
as large as queen, king, and larger quilts - all on this
space-saving 4½’ (1.3716m)frame, using the zoneto-zone quilting method. This gives you the convenience and space saving of a sit-down quilter with
the capabilities of a large stand up system.
SureTrack GLIDE SYSTEM
This professional smooth dual-wheel track system
improves carriage motion and accuracy, giving you
more control of fine, detailed stitching no matter
what sewing machine you have on the carriage.
UNIQUE SQUARE FABRIC TENSION RAILS
The square rail design allows the fabric to be easily
clamped and tensioned correctly while pulling the
wrinkles out of the fabric creating a smooth and
even fabric surface.
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL CARRIAGE
LOCKS
These clamps lock the machine and carriage in either
the vertical or horizontal position allowing you to
sew perfectly straight lines, ideal for stitching in the
ditch or basting layers together.
Frame shown above with EPIC™ | 980Q sewing machine. Machine not included.
Optional DESIGNER™ Fabric Frame Stitch Regulator featured on right.

FABRIC RAIL CLAMPS
Provide effortless fabric attachment and allows you
to easily manage the layers of fabric without pre-installing the fabric to the rails. The fabric clamps
uniquely ratchet around the square fabric rails
helping position and maintaining even fabric tension
across the entire work surface.
FLOATS FABRIC ABOVE THE BACK RAIL
This allows the finished quilt or sewing project to
move out of the way of the machines arm, keeping
the full stitchable space available.
LEADER CLOTHS INCLUDED
A time-saving product to help you attach the fabric to
your frame easily and accurately. Includes three king
size cloth leaders printed with precise guide marks and
pin lines.

DESIGNER™ | Fabric Frame Features & Benefits
UNIQUE CARRIAGE DESIGN
Gives full access to all the machines functions and top
thread area.
ADJUSTABLE HANDLE BARS
These allow you to easily adjust the handles to the
best sewing position and to move them out of the way
when changing the needle or replacing the bobbin on
the machine.
EASY-FIT PLACEMENT FOR THE SEWING
MACHINE
The back rail can be easily removed allowing you to
quickly and safely position or remove your sewing
machine from the fabric frame.
RAIL STAYS AT A CONTINUOUS HEIGHT
This eliminates the need to raise or adjust the rails
when the fabric is moved to a new position saving
time and ensuring your quilt or sewing project will
never drag on the base of the machine.
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE LEGS
Adjustable legs allow the frame to be raised or lowered
in one-inch increments from 30” to 42” (76 - 107cm)
(Fabric Surface Height) allowing you to work in comfort while sitting or standing.
LEVELLING FEET
No matter what floor your frame is on, these feet are
an easy way to make sure it’s level and balanced, ensuring you don’t have any drag or resistance while sewing.
MANUFACTURED WITH TUBE STEEL AND
EXTRUDED ALUMINIUM
Make the frame strong yet lightweight and easy to
move if needed.
FULLY WELDED SIDES
These not only increase frame strength but they also
simplify assembly.

Frame shown above with EPIC™ | 980Q sewing machine. Machine not included.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
DESIGNER™ FABRIC FRAME LIGHT
Enjoy a well-lit environment with the optional
DESIGNER™ Fabric Frame Light (shown above).
These true-color LED lights are specifically
designed to enhance your DESIGNER™ Fabric
Frame experience at any height. The DESIGNER™
Fabric Frame Light is also great for use over a
cutting or sewing table making it a truly universal
product.#920525096
DESIGNER™ FABRIC FRAME
STITCH REGULATOR
When used with the DESIGNER™ Fabric Frame,
the DESIGNER™ Fabric Frame Stitch Regulator
can be used in two ways giving you full control over
your machine and stitches. Use it in Stitch Regulation
Mode for consistent even stitches or switch to
Constant Speed Mode and use it to adjust the speed
of a sewing machine with a simple push of a button.
# 920524096
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